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frah July 24, 2016 at 9:08 pm

THE UCSD ADMINISTRATION has the president’s assistant sit next to you on the bus and stalk people. She is a large; unattractive; over weight
woman with dark un-styled hair and she is telling others to stalk you on the bus. 
She does not warn any one that the stalkers have been followed for over 8 years and she is dragging down all of the businesses and students she
is enlisting. 
All of the females participating in this are large obese women with a need to feel important and have nothing else in life. Listen for the heavy
footsteps and the sound of fabric rubbing on the inner thighs of their pants. Because they are so fucking fat.;You can hear them coming from a mile
away. 
-UCSD STALKERS 
-PRICE CENTER STALKERS 
-STARBUCKS EMPLOYEE STALKERS

The Police put shit on your door office door handle; Steering wheel;pen ;Chair ;desk.

The police watch to see who is afraid to touch the door handles of their offices and cars because they want to find information leaks. who is
warning people about shit on the desks; chairs ; and pens of the offices. They have done this at over 15 San Diego companies,;

The problem is; the cops don’t bother to tell anyone else in the building because they are so desperate to find the leak. So; everyone is touching
the shit

The stalkers are so dumb, they approach the vehicles while people are inside and have to run away. This is no secret on the street. 
Cops are putting shit on door handles of cars and offices; and shooting cars with a bbgun, Contact internal affairs if a Starbucks employee or patron
tells you to stalk someone in Del Mar or San Diego 
1435 Camino Del Mar Del Mar, CA 92014 (858) 793-4453

https://www.reddit.com/r/UCSD/comments/3jlacz/stalking_on_the_ucsd_campus_and_nearby_bus_lines/
https://stoporgangstalking.com/about/comment-page-1/#comment-4037
tel:(858)%20793-4453
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Contact a internal affairs supervisor immediately; if someone asks you to stalk people TURN IN CAR SHOOTING COPS

Reply

lilly July 27, 2016 at 6:03 am

If you are in Cardiff Beach; San Elijo Lagoon or on the MTS Bus system;NCTD or a UCSD Employee and were asked to stalk someone; TURN
Them in to Internal Affairs. 
If you are a Scripps Torrey Pines Employee and were asked to follow someone TURN Them IN
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